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Typical tool motions
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DesigningP/M Gear
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raised surface features

How To Specify P/M Parts

to assist in this engagement.

pacted preform
The importance of discussing the part application with your P/M parts
manufacturer cannot be overstated. When requesting a quotation, accurate
part information must be provided. Refer to the Metal Powder Industries Federation Standard 35 for P/M materials, properties and specifications. In
describing a part, stress function and critical requirements for satisfactory
service. For optimum results and efficiencies, give the P/M parts manufacturer the widest possible latitude in specifying material, design, physical
characteristics, dimensional tolerances, etc. Typical information needed
includes the following:
-Information about quantities, including initial needs and a future demand
forecast. This enables the most economical approach to costs, manufacturing integration and delivery.
• Detailed drawings of the part and any assembly drawings. Actual samples or prototypes would be helpful. Transmit any information such as knowledge of materials that have worked well in the application.
• Information as to whether the part design can be modified without
affecting function. If so, where1
• Part history and usage. Will the PIM part replace one currently in production, or is this a new application11s the application military, aerospace,
medical, etc.?
• Actual service conditions: heat. moisture, impact corrosiveness, ate.
• Necessary physical, mechanical, corrosion resistance or special properties (tensile, elongation, hardness, flatness, conductivity. impact energy.
fatigue strength, etc. I
• The finish required (plating. oxide coating, surface finish I.
• Any machining or secondary operations the P/M supplier will be
required to perform.
• For gears, specific data are required: a] number of teeth, b) diametral
pitch, cl pressure angle, dl measurement over wires, e) tooth thickness, fI
backlash, g) helix angle, h] AGMA quality class.
Tools for each P/M part are custom designed and developed specifically
for that part. The expense of the tooling may justify the more economical
approach of initially testing prototypes machined from P/M slugs.
The quality level and inspection techniques required contribute to the
cost of a P/M part. Programs such as SPC and ISO 9000, for example. should
be thoroughly discussed and specified by the purchaser and manufacturer
prior to submission of a quotation.
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• Carbide dies provide long life and accuracy.
• Residual part porosity tends to dampen sound.
• PIM gears can be made with blind comers, thus eliminating the need for
undercut relief.
• P/M gears can be combined with other parts such as cams, ratchets,
other gears and various components.
• Helical gears are possible; copper infiltration is sometimes used to
improve teeth densities.
• Since tooth configuration is not a problem, true involute gear forms are
easier to make than by other methods.
When designing P/M gears:
• Note that hole locations relative to the gear shape itself are affected by
the running tolerances of the various tool members. This makes it more difficult to hold the close TlRs ITotallndicator Readings) obtainable with arborcut gears, and hubs or pinions that increase the number of concentric tool
members increase the TIR tolerance needed. TIRs can be reduced by grinding gear IDs true to the gear pitch diameter.
• As the AGMA class of gear increases, so does the cost of the gear
because of the secondary operations required to meet the tighter tolerances.
• To avoid having too-thin members, gear hubs or pinions should be
located as far as possible from gear root diameters.ISee Fig. 2.)
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More P/M Gear Design Hints
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